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Abstract

is also readable by the other modules. A reliable
Checkpoint Processor is assumed available which detects module failures by comparing the state of each
pair of processing modules (PMs) that perform the
same task. Each pair of processing modules executing
an identical task forms a duplex system. Besides the
processing modules executing duplicated tasks, it is
assumed that a small number of non-dedicated spare
modules are available to be utilized for performing
diagnosis and recovery when a duplex system experiences a failure.

Performance and reliability achieved by a modular redundant system depend on the recovery scheme used.
Qpically, gain an performance using compamble resources resulis in reduced reliability. Seueml highperformance computers are noted f o r small mean time
to failure. Performance is measured here i n terms of
mean and variance of the task completion time, relisbility being a task-based measure defined as the probability that a task is completed correctly.
Two roll-forward echemes are compared with two rollback schemes for achieving recovery in duplex systems. The roll-forward schemes discussed here are
based on a roll-forward checkpointing concept proposed i n [5-8 Roll-forward recovery schemes achieve
significantly etter performance than rollback schemes
by avoiding rollbact in most common fault scenarios.
It is shown that the roll-forward schemes improve performance with onlg a small loss in reliability as compared t o rollback schemes.
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1. Introduction
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Performance and reliability achieved by a modular redundant system depend on the recovery scheme used.
Different recovery schemes achieve a different combination of performance and reliability. Given comparable resources, typically gain in performance is
achieved with a sacrifice in reliability. In this paper, performance is measured in terms of mean and
variance of the task completion time and reliability is
a task-based measure defined as the probability that
a task is completed correctly.
This paper compares two roll-forward schemes, based
on our earlier work [5-81, with two roll-back schemes
for achievin recovery in duplex systems. It is shown
schemes achieve better perforthat the
mance com ared to the rollback schemes, with only
a marginal fw in reliability.
Figure 1 illustrates an or anization that can implement the roll-forward and rollback schemes. Each
processing module (PM) is assumed to consist of a
processor and a volatile storage (VS). It is assumed
that each PM can access a stable storage (SS) which

spare

vs

SS:stable storage
VS: Vdatile Storage

Figure 1: System architecture [SI
Whenever a task checkpoints its state in the stable
storage, the state is sent to the Checkpoint Processor.
When the Checkpoint Processor receives a state from
both of the modules executing a task, it compares
the two states. In an implementation, the comparison may be performed using checkpoint signatures.
If the two states match, the new checkpoint is considered correct and the old\checkpoint discarded. If
a mismatch occurs, recovery is initiated.

rei-forward

The initial discussion below makes an implicit assumption that two faulty modules will always produce
different checkpoints, which in fact is not always valid.
However, this assumption primarily affects system reliability and not performance. This issue is therefore
considered only when evaluating system reliability.
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2. Preliminaries

It is assumed that a processing module may have
built-in error detection capability such as arity and
other checks. This built-in detection meclanism allows a module to detect ita own failure with probability c (coverageiLOur earlier work [57] as well as
related work in [ and 111 assumed coverage c as 0.
It may be noted t at moat real world systems have
c>o.
A spare is s h n d by multiple duplex systems to perform "concurrent retry". It is important to note that
the spare is not dedicated, therefore, the spare and a
duplex system may not be used to form a TMR system. Though the spare is shared by multiple duplex
systems, the likelihood is small that the spare will be
needed by multiple duplex systems at the same time
[6, 81. Hence, for the discussion here, it is assumed
that the spare is available to any duplex system when
necessary. The two processing modules in the duplex
system under consideration are termed A and B. The
spare module is termed S.
The state of the PMs at each checkpoint is saved on
stable storage under program control. Checkpointing
under program control enables two replicas of a task
executed on two PMs to checkpoint at the same points
during their execution. The checkpoints are assumed
to be equidistant, i.e., the time duration between two
consecutive Checkpoints is fixed. ([4] presents a technique for inserting approximately equidistant checkpoints.)
The Checkpoint intervals are denoted as I1 , I2, ,Ij ,
Ij+l,
,I,. The checkpoint of processing module Q
at the end of interval Ik is termed CPk . A module failure is said to be a selfdetected &lure if it
is detected by the error detection mechanism within
the module; the failure is said to be a self-undetected
failure otherwise. A self-undetected failure may be
detected through checkpoint comparison at the end
of the checkpoint interval. In the diagrams illustrating various fault scenarios, a box notation, shown in
Figure 2, is used. The different operations listed in
Figure 2 are described later when they are used.
Length of the computation between two consecutive
checkpoints is denoted by t u . The time taken for
checkpointing is denoted by t c h . The time required
for a rollback (i.e. the time required to make state
of the two modules consistent with a previous checkpoint) is 1,. The time required for initiating a restart
is t 8 . The time required for making the state of the
modules in the duplex consistent with the state saved
by one of the modules is t,.
Rollback schemes: When no failure occurs in a
checkpoint interval, no rollback is necessary. When a
single self-undetected failure occurs, checkpoint comparison only detects the fault. Without the knowledge of the faulty module, only option is to rollback
both modules to the previous checkpoint. However,
when c > 0, some of the failures are self-detected.
Figures 3(a and 3(b) depict a scenario where a selfdetected fai ure occurs in module B during checkpoint
interval l j , while A does not have a self-detected fail-
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Figure 2: Box notation
ure. Two actions are possible when such a failure
occurs: (i) As shown in Figure 3(c), one may assume that module A is fault-free and make the state
of B consistent with the state of module A. In this
case, no rollback is required. However, this scheme
results in an erroneous outcome if module A had a
self-undetected failure in interval I j . The scheme taking this action is termed ROLLBACK-I scheme. (ii)
As shown in Figure 3(b), the system may rollback to
the previous checkpoint. The scheme that takes this
action is termed ROLLBACK-I1 scheme.
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Figure 3: Rollback in duplex systems

3. Roll-Forward Checkpointing Scheme I
This section discusses the first of the two roll-forward
checkpointin schemes, named RFCS-I. (The second
scheme, RF?S-II, which achieves higher reliability
than RFCSI is discussed in Section 4.) Depending
on how the failures occur, there are seven possible
types of fault situations in RFCS-I. If failure occurs
during the last two checkpoint intervals ( l n - 1 and
In),ROLLBACK-I is used for recovery rather than

1
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RFCSI, RFCSI does not improve performance in
these c w .
Let t o denote the beginning of a checkpoint interval
denoted as Zj. Let the previous interval completed
at t o be denoted as Zj-1. CPG-1)A and cP(j-l)B1
checkpoints of A and B at the end of Zj-1, are assumed to be identical. It is further assumed that the
spare is not permanently faulty. The seven possible
fault situations are denoted as (A) through (G . For
brevity, only (B) and (D) are discussed in detai I),others are briefly summarized. (The reader is referred to
[SI for further details.)
The discussion here assumes that the failures may be
detected only at the end of each checkpoint interval.
The recovery schemes can be easily modified when
self-detected failures are detected before the end of a
checkpoint interval.

(B) Single self-detected failure: There is no rollback in this situation. This situation occurs when a
single module has a self-detected failure in interval
Zj. For example, Figure 3(a) illustrates a situation
where module B has a self-detected failure in interval I j . In this case, the state of module B is made
consistent with the state of module A, and the two
modules then execute interval Zj+1. This situation
would result in an unreliable outcome if module A
had a self-undetected failure in interval Zj . (RFCSII
handles this fault situation differently.)

(D)Concurrent r e t r y without rollback: This
situation occurs when a sin le module has a selfundetected failure in intervaf Zj Furthermore, no
other module fails in intervals Zj and Zj+l. Without loss of generality, assume that processing module
B has a self-undetected failure during interval Z. and
modules A and S remain fault-free in intervals and
Zj+l. This case is illustrated in Figure 4.
When a failure occurs in interval Zj, checkpoints
C P j A and CPjB of A and B are not identical, and
the failure is detected at time tl (see Figure 4).
When a failure is detected, checkpoint CP(j-1)A and
cP(j-1)B are retained in the stable storage. Also,
checkpoints CPjA and C P ~ B
are saved for use during
concurrent retry. Concurrent retry is performed to
determine which processin module, A or B, failed in
Zj and to attempt to masf the failure without rollback. The following steps are carried out.
Step 1: To use spare module S for concurrent retry,
make state of S consistent with the state CPj-1 of
modules A and B. Copy the task’s executable code
to S. The time required for this step is tpr. Now, the
spare module S is ready to perform computation in
interval I,. Concurrently, A and B continue execution
of the next interval Ij+l.
Step 2: When S completes the computation in interval I.,its state CP.s is compared with both CP.A
and Clbje. CP.s will be identical to C P ~ A
and d f ferent from C ~ Bas, A and S were both assumed
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Figure 4: Situation (D) - Concurrent retry without
rollback
fault-free in interval I.. When CP.Aand CP.s are
found identical, module A is considered fault-iree in
interval Zj. The time required for this state comparison step is tee.
While S completes interval I,, A and B complete interval Zj+l and take a checkpoint. Note that A and
B were in different states at the beginning of ‘,+I.
A and B wait for state CPjs to be compared with
CPj, and CP~B.The length of this wait is termed
tW.’ Once it is determined that C P ~ A
and CPj.s are
identical, states of A and B both are made conslstent
with checkpoint C P ( j + l ) A . The time required for this
operation is termed t,.
Step 3: It is not yet known whether A failed during
interval zj+l and whether CP(j+l)Awas erroneous or
correct. Only CPjA is known to be correct. After
completing the state comparison in step 2, spare S
executes interval Zj+l. Concurrently, modules A and
B execute interval Zj+2. When S completes Zj+1, its
state CP(j+l)sis compared with C P ( j + l ) A . As A and
S are both assumed fault-free during Ij+1,CP(j+l)A
and CP(j+l)swill be found identical. CP(j+l)A and
CP(j+l)sbeing identical implies that A was fault-free
until the end of interval Zj+l. Thus, it is determined
that processing modules A and B were in correct state
at the start of interval Zj+2. With this, the concurrent
retry initiated by failure of module B in interval Zj
is completed. Any failures in interval I j + 2 can be
treated similar to the failures in interval Ij . Also, the
spare is now free to perform any other computation.
As seen above, RFCS-I scheme avoided rollback in
spite of a failure of B. The overhead incurred is only
(tu, tcp).The traditional rollback scheme requires a
much larger overhead, at least (tu t,h t r ) .
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Figure 6: Situation (F)

Other fault situations: In situation (A), neither of
the two duplex modules fails in a checkpoint interval.
No recovery is, therefore, necessary. In situation (C),
both modules have self-detected failures in checkpoint
interval Ij ; therefore, the modules are rolled back to
the previous checkpoint ( c p ( j - 1 ) A ) .
In situation (E), rollback occurs after the spare has
executed one checkpoint interval. This happens when
module B(A) has a self-undetected failure during Ij ,
spare S is fault-free during I . , and A(B) has a selfdetected failure during I j + l . i n this case, the system
rolls back to CPjs ( C P ~ A the
) , most recent checkpoint that is identified as correct. Figure 5 illustrates
one such scenario where B has a self-undetected failure in I, and A has a self-detected failure during I j + l .
Situation (F) occurs when either (i) A and B both
have self-undetected failures in interval I j , or (ii)
when one of A and B has a self-undetected failure
in Ij and the spare dso fails in I.. Figure 6 illustrates one such scenario in which and S both have
self-undetected failures while executing Zj .

d

In situation (G), module B(A) and spare S are faultfree during I, and A B) has a self-undetected failure
during I,. Additiona ly, either the spare fails in I j + l
or B(A) has a self-undetected failure in Z.+1. Figure 7 illustrates one such scenario in which B has a
self-undetected failure in Ij and the spare fails while
executing I j + l .
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Figure 7: Situation (G)
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4. Roll-Forward Checkpointing Scheme I1

In RFCSI scheme presented in Section 3, the task
is not completed reliably if in a checkpoint interval
both the modules fail and exactly one of them detects
its own failure. The cause for this unreliability is
Situation (B) of RFCSI. To overcome this cause of
unreliability, another scheme RFCSII is presented
below that is a variant of RF&S-I. R F J S I I achieves
higher reliability compared to RFCSI (see Section 6),
at the cost of some performance degradation.
The essential difference between RFCSI and RFCS-I1
is in the treatment of the fault scenario just described.
The treatment of all other fault scenarios in R F C S
11 is identical to that in RFCSI. Specifically, situation (A) and situations (C) through G) are handled
identically in RFCSI and RFCSII. nstead of situation (B) in RFCSI, two situations named (H) and
(I (described below) may occur in RFCSII. In this
sc eme, concurrent retry is initiated even when a single self-undetected failure occurs during an interval.
If failure occurs during the last checkpoint interval
(In), then ROLLBACK-I1 is used for recovery rather
than RFCSII (since, in this case, RFCS-I1 does not
improve performance).
(H) No rollback required: Table below describes
the fault scenarios poasible in situation (H). Figure 8
illustrates scenario H.1. As illustrated in Fi ure 8,
assume that module B has a self-detected faiure in
I . and module A is not faulty in Ij. Also, module S
does not fail in I, during the concurrent retry.
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Figure 8: Situation (H)
results in a mismatch. The system is therefore rolled
back to state C P ( j - l p (or C P ( j - 1 p ) .
5. Performance Analysis

Status in interval
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The analysis assumes that failures of any two modules
are independent. Occurrence of a transient failure of
a module is assumed to be a Poisson process with
failure rate A. The notations used here are summarized now. (Some of the notations were introduced in
earlier sections.) Tudenotes execution time of a task
without failures and checkpointing. n is the number of equidistant checkpoints and tu denotes T,/n.
7, denotes the expected (i.e., mean or average) task
completion time. 7nl/ denotes the expected completion time of a task given that at least one failure occurred during task execution. un is variance of the
task completion time. tch denotes the time required
to checkpoint the two modules in a duplex system. tch
includes the time required to compare the two checkpoints. t, is the time required for a rollback and t, is
the time required for a restart. tCpdenotes the time
required for rolling back to a previous state of one of
the modules. t,, is the time required for comparing
state of the spare with checkpoints of the processing
modules in a duplex system. t is the time required
denotes tu tch. t,
to initiate a concurrent retry.
denotes idle time equal to maXimum(tpr+tcc-tch, 0).

After the failure in B is detected, initiate concurrent
retry of interval l j on spare S. Also, make the state
of module B consistent with C P . A . While the spare
completes interval l j , module
completes interval
+ I . State C P j s of the spare is then compared with
P ~ AAs
. A and S are both fault-free in I j , the two
Checkpoints will match. Thus, it is verified that module A did not fail in interval Ij, and the concurrent
retry is completed.
(I) Rollback required: The above table describes
all the fault scenarios possible in situation (I). The
steps described in situation (H) are carried out here
also. However, in situation (I), the state comparison

2

1
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For brevity, the details of performance analysis are
omitted here [8]. Instead, closed form expressions for
RFCS-I scheme are presented. (Similar expressions
can be obtained for RFCS-I1 and rollback schemes,
too.) Let P A through pr be the likelihood of oc-
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currence of situations (A) through (I), respectively,
enumerated in Sections 3 and 4. For example, situation (B) occurs when one module has a self-detected
failure in an interval and the other module does not
have a self-detected failure. The probability of this
event is p~ = 2 * c ( l e-’*) * ( 1 c ( l e-’*)).
Similarly, the following expremions can be obtained,
where f ( t ) = e”‘
and g ( t ) = 1 f ( t ) .

-

-

execution. Using the expression for
obtained.
K-p3,nT
7nl/ =
1-p:

-

c,r,(f can be
(1)

Performance of RFCS-I and RFCSII schemes is
compared with ROLLBACK-I and ROLLBACK-11
schemes, respectively. Parameters for a hypothetical
task, named Task 1, are listed below. Results mesented here for Task’ 1 are also valid over a range of
task parameters. For brevity, we have chosen only
one set of parameter values.

-

t c h I t r I 1, I t cc I t c p I t p r I
0.50 I 0.30 I 0.30 I O.”O I 0.30 I 0.40 I
Note that when coverage c is 0, ROLLBACK-I and
ROLLBACK-I1 schemes become identical. Also,
RFCSI and RFCSII schemes become identical.
Comparison of 7nl/
rnlf is the expected task completion time, given that
at least one failure occurs during the execution of the
task. In the absence of failures, RFCS and ROLLBACK schemes perform identically;
is a good
measure of how a scheme performs when failures occur. The minimum possible task completion time
given n checkpoints is n(tu t e h ) . Numerical results indicated that for the RFCS schemes, 7nlf is
closer to n (tu ten) compared to the ROLLBACK
schemes. Essentially, this is because of the fact that
the RFCS schemes avoid rollback in the presence
of a single failure, and therefore complete the task
in about the same time as a failure-free execution.
achieved by
Let g denote the “relative gain” in
an RFCS scheme with respect to the corresponding
ROLLBACK scheme. Define

Tu I

I 50 I

+

+

As should be expected, p~ + P I = p~ and P A
PB p c PD PE P F PG = 1. Let pro// =
1 - p A - p -~p c = 2 ( 1 - c) ( 1 - e-X*) e-A*+ ( 1 C)2(l-e-AT)2. h t t A = T , t B = T+tcp,tc = T+tr,
t D = 2T+tw+tcp, t E = 2T+tw+tcp, t F = 2T+tw+tr,
t G = 2T+tw +tu +tee +tcp,and troll = T+tr = tc.
When n 5 2 , the RFCS-I scheme is identical to
ROLLBACK-I scheme. For n 2 3, the following expressions for expected completion time % and variance Vn for RFCSI can be obtained [8].

+ + + + +

+

w

g(RFCS-I)

=

T,~J(ROLLBACK-I) - ~ , ~ ~ ( R F c s - I )

(TJn)
g(RFCS-XI) is defined similarly. In Table 1, relative
gains of the two RFCS schemes are listed for various values of n. When c is large, the relative gain
of RFCS-I seems to decrease; however, the relative
gain of RFCSII remains high. 7nlf is defined as the
expected task completion time conditional to a failure occurring during task execution, and not conditional to undetected failures. When c is large, most
faults tend to be detected. As ROLLBACK-I and
RFCSI both treat self-detected faults identically, the
average performance of RFCS-I approaches that of
ROLLBACK-I. Therefore, the relative gain decreases
as c approaches 1. Observe that the performance
of RFCS schemes remains better over a wide range
of failure rate A. Table 1 lists the relative gain for
A = 10-3,10-6,10-12.
However, to minimize the
number of graphs the following assumes A =
M e a n and variance comparison
In Figure 10, variance un is plotted versus the mean
completion time +;; for the example task. Each

Recall that 7nl/ is the average task completion time,
given that at least one failure occurred during task
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Figure 9: Expression for vn, n 2 3, for RFCS-I (see Section 5 for details)
bility of multiple failures becomes smaller, increasing
the likelihood of reliable outcome,

Table 1: Relative gain achieved by RFCS schemes
c=o

II

1

i

n

I

Reliability of RFCS and ROLLBACK
Schemes

6.

Our discussion has thus far ignored the possibility
that two faulty modules with self-undetected faults
may produce the same checkpoint. While the likelihood of this situation may be small, it is instructive
to consider this possibility when comparing reliability of the RFCS and ROLLBACK schemes presented
earlier. Reliability of recovery scheme M, denoted as
R ( M ) , is defined as the likelihood that a task will
complete correctly when recovery scheme M is used.
Our analysis assumes a symmetric error model. (This
model may not always hold in practice; however, similar analysis can also be performed for other error
models.) Let S, be the set of all checkpoints a faultfree module may produce. Assume that a faulty module with a self-undetected failure produces each of the
- 1) incorrect checkpoints with equal likelihood,
Then, the likelihood that two faulty modules
with self-undetected failures (in the same duplex s y s
tem) may produce the same checkpoint can be seen2
to be &.c Let R b ( M ) denote the probability that
a task will complete its last h intervals reliably using
scheme M. Then, & ( M ) is the same as R ( M ) . Also,
let x denote l/(lScl- 1).

c = 0.8

II

11
11
11

I

.066
-066
.627
.615
10-la .615

lo-''
10-

n

.118 .147 .162
.118 .147 .162
314 .938 1.02
.790
.790

.903
.903

.984
.984

(IS;.'

p.

point on the mean-variance plot corresponds to a specific number of checkpoints. By varying the number
of checkpoints, different mean and variance can be
achieved. Observe that for any mean and variance
pair achieved using a ROLLBACK scheme, a pair
with lower mean and variance can be achieved using the corresponding RFCS scheme. For example,
in Figure 10,observe that if ROLLBACK-I1 scheme
with n = 7 is used, then one may use the RFCS-I1
scheme with n = 5, 6 or 7 and achieve lower mean
completion time with lower variance. In general, the
RFCS schemes can achieve a lower minimum average
task completion time compared to the ROLLBACK
schemes. For smaller values of A, the absolute improvement achieved by RFCS schemes in
becomes
smaller, as failures are less likely and all schemes perform equally well when there are no failures.
In Figure 10 note that the mean completion time is
minimized when n is small. When the size of a task is
much smaller compared to the mean time to module
failure (l/A), the mean completion time is minimized
by using a small number of checkpoints. However, the
variance is not minimized with small n. Additionally,
the reliability is also not minimized with small n. In
fact , reliability increaees monotonically with increasing n. With smaller checkpoint intervals, the proba-

Reliability of ROLLBACK-I Scheme:
ROLLBACK-I scheme produces an erroneous output
if (a) during a checkpoint interval, both the modules have self-undetected failures and also produce
the same checkpoint, or (b) one module has a selfdetected failure and the other module has a selfundetected failure. The following recursion is obtained, where r = PA + 241 - e - X T ) e - X T .
&(ROLLBACK-I)

=r t

2There are (IS,]- 1) incorrect checkpoints, and each module produces each with probability l/(lScl - 1). Therefore,
the probability that both modules produce the same incorrect checkpoint is (Iscl- 1) x (l/(lScl - 1)) x (l/(lScl - 1)) =
l/(lSCl
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- 1).

rF)&(RFCS-I).
&(RFCS-I)
is obtained by solving
the recursion.
Reliability of RF'CS-I1 Scheme:
The probabilities F A through r c were stated above. Similarly,
rH = p~ and
rI = 2cg(T)f(T)g(tpr + t u +tee)
+2cg(T)(I- c)g(T)f(tpr tu tcc)
tee)
+2cg(T)(1- c)g(T)cg(tpr +tu
+2cg(T)(1 - c)g(T)(1 - c)g(tpr tu tcc)(l - x )
Also, define rroll = 2(1 - c)g(T)f(T)
(1 c)2gz(T)(1 - x). The followin recursion for R F C S
I scheme is obtained. Recall t f a t ROLLBACK-I1 is
used when failures occur during I,.

= &'(ROLLBACK-I).

&(ROLLBACK-I)

Solving the above recursion, we get
equal to

&(ROLLBACK-I)

+ +
+
+ +

Reliability of ROLLBACK-11 Scheme:
ROLLBACK-I1 scheme produces an erroneous output
only if, during a checkpoint interval, both the modules have self-undetected failures and also produce the
same checkpoint. The following recursion is obtained.

R~(ROLLBACK-II)
= PA
(1 - P A

+

R l ( ~ ~ c s - l l=) R

- x(1 - C)2(1 - e-AT)2)R1(ROLLBACK-II)

&(ROLLBACK-XI)

&(RFcs-II)

=

= R?(BOLLBACK-II).
=

RI:(RFCS-11)

+ tu + tcc)

X)

=

2

3,

&(BPCS-I)
= (fA
4- r ~ R h - 2 ( R F c s - I )

+ rG)&-1(RFCS-I)

-

~

+ r E + PG + rH)&-1(RFCS-I1)
+
( P c + P F + rl)Rk(itFcs-II)

When c = 0, ROLLBACK-I and ROLLBACK-I1
schemes are identical, also RFCSI and RFCSII
schemes are identical. Therefore, their reliabilities are also identical.

)

R l ( ~ ~ c s -=~ ) R 1 ( ~ ~ ~
R Z ( ~ ~ c s - 1 )= RZ(ROLLBACK-I)
rE

~

(PA

As c approaches 1, reliability of all the four
schemes approaches 1.

tu

Similar to the recursions for ROLLBACK schemes,
the following recursion for RFCS-I scheme is obtained. Recall that ROLLBACK-I is used when failures occur during In-1 or In.

For k

~

+ rI)Rz(RFcs-II)

serve the following: Under the given conditions,
R 1 ( ~ ~= R~ Z
~ ~( ~~ ~~= 1~~and~px = r x , for X = A , C , D , E , F , G , H , I . The
rest follows from the recursion for R I : ( ~ ~ c s - l l ) .

+tu

(r

~

= 00 and 0 < c < 1,
R ROLLBACK-11) = R(RFCS-11) = 1. Also,
R~ROLLBACK-I)
< 1 and R(RFCS-I) < 1. To
analytically verify that R(RFCS-XI)= 1, ob-

= 2c g(T)f (T)

C)

~

When lScl

+ (1 - ~ ) ( 1 -C)'g2(T) Cg(tpr + tu + tcc)
+ 2(1- c)g(T)f(T) cg(tpr + tcc)
+ 2(1- c)g(T)f(T) (1 - C)g(tpr + tu + tcc)(l+ (1 - ~ ) ~ g ' ( ~ ) g ( t p+tur + t c c ) ' w '
= 2(1g(T) f ( T )f(tpr + + tcc) x
(1 - c)g(T)f(tu + tee) + f(T)g(tu + tcc)
+ 1 - c 2g(T)g(tU + tcc)(l - x )
+ 1 - c1g(T)cg(tu + tcc)
*G

~

R,(RFCS-11) is obtained using above recursion.
Reliability Comparison
The following observations can be made from the discussion and analysis presented above.

rz = p z , for z = A , C ,D , E

= (1 - x)(1 - C)'g2(T)f(tpr

~

+ro RI:.-~(RFC~-II)

Reliability of RFCS-I Scheme:
For X =
A , . . . ,I , define r X = Probability that situation X
occurs and is completed reliably. Let f ( t ) = e-"
and g(t) = 1 - f ( t ) . Then,

rF

~

For k 2 3:

+ X ( 1 - c)2( 1 - e-AT)2

Observe that when 0 < c < 1 and Scl = 00, i.e. x =
0, &(ROLLBACK-XI) = 1 while &&OLLBACK-I) < 1.

rg

~

+ rroaRz(RFcs-II)

PA

PA

(

+ rH)&(RFCS-II)

+(rc

Solving the above recursion, we get
&(ROLLBACK-XI)

(PA

1

+

+

rg

~

+

+ (rc +

Figure 11 plots unreliabilities for X =
Similar
curves are obtained for smaller values of A, as well
[8]. Note that unreliability of scheme M is defined
as 1 - R(M), i.e. 1 - &(M). Two extreme values
~ for~ lScl
~ have
~ deliberately
- ~ ) been chosen to demonstrate
the effect of the variation in Iscl.In practice, lScl 1s
expected to be large. The following observations can
be made from Figure 11 and other unreliability plots
omitted here due to lack of space.
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~

~

~)

~

-

~

0

0

With c > 0, R(BFCS-11) > R BFCS-I), i.e., R F C S
I1 is more reliable than RF S I .

4

Because a small number of spares is shared by multiple duplex systems, the resource requirement of
the RFCS schemes is comparable with ROLLBACK
schemes. Comparison of the reliability and performance of RFCS checkpointing schemes and ROLLBACK schemes suggests that the RFCS schemes
achieve significant improvements in performance by
trading small amounts of reliability. Quantitative results indicate that the trade-off achieved by the RFCS
schemes remains favorable provided that the likelihood of two faulty modules producing the same incorrect checkpoint is not large.

For most values of coverage c ,
R BFCS-I) 5 R(BOLLBACK-I)
and

R[BFCS-II)5 R(BOLLBACK-11).
0

0

For large valuee of Iscl, R BFCS-I) is almost
equal. to R(BOLLBACK-I)
whi e R(BOLLBACK-11)
rem“
marginally
better
than
R(BFCS-11).
However, as Sei approaches 00,
both R(BOLLBACK-11) and (BFCS-11) approach
1.

I
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7. Summary

This paper has presented two roll-forward checkpointing schemes RFCS) for duplex systems. These
schemes are usefu in a multiprocessor environment
where multiple duplex systems share a small number of spares to achieve recovery. The RFCS schemes
improve performance of duplex systems by avoiding
rollback, in most common fault scenarios.
A trade-off exists between performance and reliability achievable, given comparable resources - typically
performance gain is achieved with a loas in reliability.
Here, performance is measured in terms of the mean
and variance of the task completion time, reliability
defined as the probability that a task is completed
correctly.
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Figure 10: Mean completion time versus variance for
task 1 with A =
and c = 0.8

Figure 11: Unreliability versus coverage with X =
10-3.
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